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Min–Max Hyperellipsoidal Clustering for
Anomaly Detection in Network Security
Suseela T. Sarasamma and Qiuming A. Zhu, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—A novel hyperellipsoidal clustering technique is presented for an intrusion-detection system in network security.
Hyperellipsoidal clusters toward maximum intracluster similarity
and minimum intercluster similarity are generated from training
data sets. The novelty of the technique lies in the fact that the
parameters needed to construct higher order data models in
general multivariate Gaussian functions are incrementally derived
from the data sets using accretive processes. The technique is implemented in a feedforward neural network that uses a Gaussian
radial basis function as the model generator. An evaluation based
on the inclusiveness and exclusiveness of samples with respect to
specific criteria is applied to accretively learn the output clusters of
the neural network. One significant advantage of this is its ability
to detect individual anomaly types that are hard to detect with
other anomaly-detection schemes. Applying this technique, several
feature subsets of the tcptrace network-connection records that
give above 95% detection at false-positive rates below 5% were
identified.
Index Terms—Accretive construction, anomaly detection, confidence measurement, hyperellipsoidal clustering, neural networks,
self-organizing map (SOM).

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

ITH the advent of high-speed interconnection networks, it has become easier to share information
between organizations, within organizations, and between individuals. What used to take tons of paper to store information
is now stored on high-speed storage devices such as compact
disk recordable/rewriteable (CD-R/RW), digital versatile disc
(DVD), storage arrays, etc. The availability of such high-speed
mass-storage devices and reliable interconnection networks for
information sharing has transformed modern offices and businesses. Uninterrupted communication networks and computing
facilities have become a necessity of modern life. With its
increasing importance in day-to-day life, network-based computing systems have become a frequent target for attackers,
hobbyists, and criminals alike. These attacks are often costly
in terms of lost time and financial loss.
Early detection and possible preventive measures are crucial
in thwarting costly network intrusions. Research on techniques
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to identify intrusions in network-based computer systems
has contributed to some intrusion-detection systems (IDSs).
These IDS fall into three categories: signature-based intrusiondetection systems, anomaly-based intrusion-detection systems,
and specifications-based intrusion-detection systems.
Signature-based intrusion-detection systems are normally
known as misuse-detection systems. Misuse-detection systems
apply a rule-based approach that uses stored signatures of
known intrusion instances to detect attacks. The Snort system
is an example of a signature-based IDS [34]. These IDSs are
highly successful in accurately detecting previously known
attacks. However, they fail to detect variants of known attacks
whose signatures are not stored. They also fail in detecting new
attacks, whose signatures are not known. When new attacks are
discovered, the signature database has to be manually updated.
The network will be vulnerable to the newly discovered attacks
until the updated signature database is in effect. Another approach used for the intrusion-detection systems is the anomalydetection approach. Anomaly-detection techniques are also
known as novelty-detection techniques. Some of the earlier
research in anomaly detection evolved from statistical outlierdetection techniques. A survey of various outlier-detection
techniques from statistical techniques to machine-learning approaches can be found in [31]. Marsland provides a comprehensive survey of the various novelty (anomaly)-detection
techniques including those using self-organizing maps (SOMs)
in [33].
In the anomaly-based detection approach, a profile of what
is perceived as normal behavior is first established. Deviants
from the normal profile are considered as anomalies or potential attacks. In some cases, normal operations that exhibit
behavior adherent to unseen mode of operation are detected as
anomalies. Such cases of false detection of normal operations
as anomalous operations are termed false positives. Unlike
signature-based detection systems, there are no exact templates
to match an unknown event. The merit of an anomaly-detection
scheme is the absence of an enormous signature database. The
hallmark of a good anomaly-based approach is a very high detection rate at a very low false-positive rate. Anomaly-detection
techniques can be further broadly classified into two categories:
1) supervised anomaly detection and 2) unsupervised anomaly
detection.
Supervised anomaly-detection approaches usually need a set
of purely normal data with which a model is trained [14].
New data is checked to see how well it fits into the trained
model. Presence of anomalies in the training data can hamper
the detection of such events in future. The need for purely
normal training data is somewhat restrictive. Some techniques

used in supervised anomaly-detection schemes are supportvector machine (SVM) classification, statistical methods to
determine sequences that occur more frequently in intrusion
data, decision trees, ensemble-based approaches, and machinelearning approaches. Lane and Brodley addressed the problem
of anomaly detection as one of learning to characterize the
behaviors of an individual, a system, or a network in terms
of temporal sequences of discrete data [18]. Barbara et al.
at George Mason University developed the ADAM IDS, a
supervised anomaly-detection system. To enhance the system’s
capability of detecting new attacks and to reduce the falsealarm rate as much as possible, they applied a pseudo-Bayes
estimator method according to the prior and posterior probabilities of new attacks [15]. Another well-known product in this
category is the event monitoring enabling responses to anomalous live disturbances (EMERALD) system developed at SRI,
which combines signature-based analysis using productionbased expert system toolset (PBEST) rules for misuse detection and statistical-profile-based anomaly detection [27]–[29].
Supervised anomaly-detection tasks can use unsupervised algorithms, especially when only normal data are available, as
demonstrated in [35].
Unsupervised anomaly-detection schemes are less restrictive
in terms of training data. The training data contain both normal
and anomalous data. In its purest form, unsupervised anomalydetection schemes use unlabeled data for training. Eskin et al.
provided a geometric framework to realize an unsupervised
anomaly-detection scheme [14]. In their work, raw input data
are mapped to a feature space. They labeled points that are
in sparse regions of the feature space as anomalies. They
used three different algorithms: a fixed-width clustering-based
algorithm, an optimized K-nearest-neighbor algorithm, and an
unsupervised variant of the SVM algorithm. Two assumptions
are made about the data. The first assumption is that the number
of normal instances far outnumbers the anomalous instances.
The second assumption is that the anomalies are qualitatively
different from the normal instances. Both these assumptions are
not necessarily valid in all cases. For instance, assumption 1
will not hold for detection of certain denial of service (DOS)
attacks. Oldmeadow et al. did further work on the clustering
method used in [14] and obtained an improvement in accuracy
when the clusters are adaptive to changing traffic patterns [19].
Leung and Leckie achieved a more computationally efficient
algorithm based on hybrid clustering techniques such as clustering in Quest (CLIQUE) and parallelized merging of adaptive
finite intervals (pMAFIA) [20]. The hybrid clustering methods
they employed combine the ideas of grid-based and densitybased clustering. They evaluated the algorithm using the KDD
Cup 1999 data set after filtering out much of the attack records
so that the assumption that majority of the network connections
are normal traffic is valid for both training and test data. Though
it is true that unsupervised anomaly-detection schemes, as
described in [14], [19], and [20], do not need labeled training
data, they also have the restriction that the percentage of attacks
should be much less compared to that of normal instances.
Besides this, the data records, when mapped to a feature space,
does not give enough separation of normal records and attack
instances, thus resulting in false identification of attacks as

normal and vice versa. Other published results on anomalydetection schemes for IDS include those that use various datamining techniques such as clustering, variations of SVMs, and
neural-network models [11], [16], [17], [22], [26], and [32].
A cost-efficient implementation of a multilayer hierarchical
Kohonen network is presented in [13]. The above paper also
gives a more comprehensive survey of intrusion-detection
schemes.
The specification-based approach of intrusion detection is
relatively new. Like anomaly detection, specification-based
techniques detect attacks as deviants from a norm. The difference is that the specification-based techniques depend on manually developed specifications that capture legitimate system
behavior. No machine-learning techniques are used here. Such
systems are said to avoid the high false-alarm rates caused by
legitimate but unseen behavior [23]. However, specificationbased techniques need a considerable effort in the development of detailed specifications. Insufficient and poorly defined
specifications can lead to a low detection rate.
In this paper, we concentrate on the anomaly-based approach
for a system of feature-based intrusion detection. The development of the approach is based on a systematical analysis of
higher order modeling functions of the input data sets. It is
known that one drawback of most anomaly-based approaches
is the problem of accurately classifying data sets that consist of
a number of highly intertwining (mixed) data points of different
categorical nature in a multidimensional space. Such inaccurate
classification leads to a reduced detection rate and/or increased
false-positive rate. Sarasamma et al. addressed this problem to
a certain extent by using a high-order nonlinear classifier model
[13]. The approach creates clusters that model the intersection
of hypercylinders in a computationally efficient way.
Anomaly detection in network packet header data can be formulated as a computational-model reconstruction process. To
be more precise, we use nonlinear functions to model networkconnection records by applying a geometric-reconstruction
process that reveals the underlying properties of the data set.
Geometric reconstruction has been popularly applied in engineering as a process of discovering the original structure that
generated the data set. The K-means clustering is a typical
example of geometric reconstruction, which can be stated as
follows: Given a set of data points in Rd space, find a set of
k functions that best approximate the underlying functions that
produced the data. Partitioning a set of data objects into homogeneous groups or clusters with certain intrarelations is a fundamental operation in geometric reconstruction. In K-means
clustering, the functions to be reconstructed are formulated in
terms of a set of parameters representing the centers and diameters of K isometric geometries—the clusters. When Euclidean
distance is used as the metric, the geometries are hyperspheres.
If the metric used is Mahalanobis distance, the geometries are
hyperellipsoids.
We present a new approach for building ellipsoidal clusters
for multidimensional data. The novelty of the technique lies
in the fact that the parameters needed to construct general
multivariate Gaussian functions of the higher order data are
incrementally derived using accretive functions. We use a
feedforward neural network that has an input layer, a single

competitive layer, and an output layer to achieve this. A radial
basis function is used as the generator. An evaluation based on
the inclusiveness and exclusiveness of samples with respect to
specific criteria is used to accretively build the output clusters
of the neural network. We apply this technique to realize an
anomaly-detection system for network-based intrusion detection. This anomaly-detection system uses unsupervised learning. The training data are not restricted to just normal data.
First, we use feature vectors extracted from the KDD Cup 1999
data set as the training and testing data. Detailed description of
the KDD Cup 1999 data can be found in [2], [3], [11], and [12].
The goal is to detect as many different attack types as possible.
Next, we use preprocessed network dump data to evaluate the
capability of the system.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II-A,
we first present a more formal description of the accretive
building process of the hyperellipsoidal clusters. We present
the training algorithm and detection algorithm for a neuralnetwork-based realization of this computational model in
Section II-B. Section II-C covers some implementation aspects
and discusses test data and results for the KDD Cup 1999 data.
In Section II-D, we compare the results of the ellipsoidal SOM
(ESOM) with that of other neural-network-based classifiers
such as adaptive resonance theory (ART), radial basis function
(RBF), and hierarchical K-Map. Results for tests conducted
on actual network data that were processed using tcptrace are
presented in Section II-E. Finally, in Section III, we discuss
related work and conclude with our results.
II. A NOMALY D ETECTION U SING M IN –M AX
H YPERELLIPSOIDAL C LUSTERS
A. Clustering by Geometric Reconstruction
Geometric reconstruction deals with the algorithmic problems of combining the results of one or more measurements
of some aspect of a physical or mathematical object to obtain
certain desired information about the object [30]. A simple form
of reconstruction is static reconstruction, where we consider
inverse problems of the following type. Let U be a geometric structure and T a transformation such that T (U ) → V ,
where V is a different geometric structure. Now, given T and
V , construct a structure U  such that T (U  ) → V . If T is a
one-to-one mapping, then U = U  . The essence of geometric
reconstruction is that of modeling a data set by single or
multiple linear or nonlinear function(s) that reflect or reveal the
underlying properties of the data collection. In other words, it is
the process of discovering the original geometric structure that
generated the data set. A typical example is the K-means clustering problem. It is well known that function reconstruction in
general is an ill-posed inverse problem [5] since:
1) existence criterion may be violated because a distinct
output function may not exist for every input data point;
2) uniqueness criterion may be violated because there might
be multiple possible mappings from the data points to the
function sets;
3) continuity (stability) criterion may be violated because
of the unavoidable presence of noise or imprecision in
the data set introduced in the direct mapping process (in

the process of generating the data set from the physical
world).
Knowing that geometric-reconstruction problems are ill
posed, the next question is, under what conditions are the resulting functions exact or close to the exact solutions with respect
to the physical world’s originality. Often, the existence criterion
can be forced by enlarging or reducing the solution space (the
space of “models”) and by formulating the objective functions
in positive and symmetrical, though possibly discontinuous,
distributions [30]. Questions on the solutions for uniqueness
and stability still remain. With additional a priori information
on the solutions such as smoothness and bounds on the derivatives, it is possible to restore stability and construct efficient
numerical algorithms for approximate solutions with sufficient
accuracy [5]. These methods would follow the fundamental
regularization theory established in the 1960s [4]. A comprehensive review of regularization theory can be found in [36].
The basic idea of regularization is to stabilize the solution set
by means of some auxiliary nonnegative function that embeds
prior information about the solution. The most common form of
prior information involves the assumption that the input–output
mapping function (solution to the reconstruction problem)
is smooth, in the sense that similar inputs correspond to
similar outputs.
In our paper, we apply geometric reconstruction to do discriminatory data analysis. Here, we deal with the relations between a set of known classes denoted as Ω = {ω1 , ω2 , . . . , ωc }
and a set of known data points in an n-dimensional space
denoted as x = [x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ]. The total possible occurrences
of these points form the n-dimensional space R(x). Collections of x partition R(x) into regions R(ωi )i = 1, 2, . . . , c;
where R(ωi ) ⊆ R(x), ∪R(ωi ) = R(x), and R(ωj ) ∩ R(ωi ) =
∅, ∀j = i. The R(ωi ) represent clusters of x based on the
characteristics of class ωi . The surfaces known as decision
boundaries that separate these R(ωi ) regions are described
by discriminant functions denoted as πi (x). This formulation
can also be described as R(ωi ) = {x|∀j = i, πi (x) > πj (x)}.
Often, the R(ωi ) regions are convex and continual, which
renders πi (x) to be linear or piecewise-linear functions [25].
However, there are cases where these functions are nonlinear
due to irregular and complex distributions of the feature vectors. Methods of applying linear or piecewise-linear approximations tend to have less statistical precision embedded in
the pattern class distributions. That is, to form precise R(ωi )
regions, the πi (x) functions are required to be in high-order
nonlinear forms. Such functions, if not totally impossible,
are computationally expensive to realize. Methods based on
machine learning and fuzzy clustering help the model adapt
to nonlinearity, but they lack precision due to the restriction of data classes to a single distribution function. Separate
efforts by Avi-Itzhak et al. [1], Kudo [6], and Zhu et al. [30]
modeled complexly distributed data sets as a number of subsets,
each with a relatively simple distribution. In this modeling,
subset regions are constructed within a multidimensional data
space. Data collections in such subspaces have high intrasubclass and low intersubclass similarities. The overall distribution of the data class is a combining set of the distributions
of the subclasses (not necessarily additive). In that sense,

subclasses of one data class are the component clusters of the
data set.
To facilitate the understanding, we represent the fundamentals of the technique from [30] as follows. Let S be a set
of data points xk in which each data 
point xk is associated
with a specific class Sj ; that is, S = ci=1 Si , Si ∩ Sj = ∅ ;
∀i = j, where Si is a set of data points that are labeled by ωi ,
ωi ∈ Ω = {ωi ; i = 1, 2, . . . , c}. That is, for each xk ∈ S, there
exists an i such that [(xk ∈ Si ) ⇒ (xk ∈ ωi )].
Deﬁnition 1: Let Si be a set of data points of type (category)
ωi , Si ⊆ S, and ωi ∈ Ω. Let εik be the kth subset of Si . That is,
εik ⊆ Si , where k = 1, 2, . . . di , and di is the number of subsets
in Si . Let P (x|εik ) be a distribution function of the data point
x included in εik . The subclass clusters of Si are defined as the
set {εik } that satisfies the following conditions:
 i
1) dk=1
εik = Si ;
2) εik ∩ εil = ∅, ∀l = k;
3) (x ∈ εik ) ⇒ P (x|εik ) > P (x|εil ), ∀l = k;
4) (x ∈ εik ) ⇒ P (x|εik ) ≥ P (x|εjl ), ∀j = i
where P (x|εjl ) is a distribution function of the lth subclass
cluster for the data points in category set Sj , i.e., data points
of class ωj . In the above definition, condition 3) describes the
intraclass property and condition 4) describes the interclass
property of the subclasses. Condition 4) is logically equivalent
to (x ∈ εjl ) ⇒ P (x|εjl ) > P (x|εik ), ∀j = i, where P (x|εik )
is the distribution function of the kth subclass cluster for the
data points in category Si . Note that the above definition does
not exclude a trivial case where each εik contains only one
data point. It is known that a classifier built on this case
degenerates to a classical one-nearest-neighbor classifier. However, considering the efficiency of the classifier to be built,
it is more desirable to divide Si into a minimum number of
subclass clusters. This leads to the introduction of the following
definition.
Deﬁnition 2: Let εik and εil be two subclass clusters of the
data points in Si , k = l, and εil = ∅. Let εi = εik ∩ εil and
P (x|εi ) be the distribution function defined on εi . The set
{εik ; k = 1, 2, . . . , di } is a minimum-set subclass-cluster set of
Si if, for any εi = εik ∪ εil , we would have
∃(j = i)∃(x ∈ εjm ) [P (x|εi ) > P (x|εjm )]
or
∃(j = i)∃(x ∈ εi ) [P (x|εi ) < P (x|εjm )] .
The above definition means that every subclass cluster
must be large enough such that any joint set of them would
then violate the subclass definition [condition 4)]. According
to condition 3) of the subclass definition, a subclass region
R(ωik ) corresponding to the subclass εik can be defined as
R(ωik ) = {x|P (x|εik ) > P (x|εil ), ∀l = k}. Thus, P (x|εik )
can be viewed as a distribution function defined on the feature
vectors x in R(ωik ). Combining this with condition 2) of the
subclass-cluster definition, we have
R(ωik ) ∩ R(ωil ) = ∅,

∀l = k

R(ωik ) ∩ R(ωjl ) = ∅,

∀j = i.

The subclass clusters, thus, can be viewed as partitions
of the decision region R(ωi ) into a number of subregions
R(ω
 ik ), k = 1, 2, . . . , di , such that R(ωik ) ⊆ R(ωi ), and
k R(ωik ) = R(ωi ).
Observing the fact that R(ωik ) ∩ R(ωjl ) = ∅, ∀j = i,
we have R(ωi ) ∩ R(ωj ) = ∅, ∀j = i. When a multivariate
Gaussian distribution function is assumed for the data
distribution, the probability that a data point x lies within a
cluster region ωi is given by
P (x|ωi ) =

1
n
2

(2π) |Σi |

1
2

1
T −1
e[− 2 (x−µi ) Σi (x−µi )] .

Geometrically, samples drawn from a Gaussian population
tend to fall in a single cluster region. In this cluster, the mean
vector µi determines the center of the cluster and the covariance
matrix σ i determines the shape of the region and x, a column
vector, represents the input data point. The locus of points
of constant density for a multivariate Gaussian distribution
forms a hyperellipsoid in which the quadratic form r = (x −
µi )T Σ−1
i (x − µi ) is equal to a constant. The eigen vectors of
σ i give the principal axes of the hyperellipsoid and the eigen
values determine the lengths of these axes. The scalar [(x −
1/2
µi )T Σ−1
is the Mahalanobis distance. Thus, the
i (x − µi )]
contour of constant density of a multivariate Gaussian distribution is a hyperellipsoid with a constant Mahalanobis distance to
the mean vector µi . The volume of the hyperellipsoid measures
the scatter of the samples around the point µi [7]. Given a
set of data samples of class ωi in a multivariate Gaussian
distribution, the determination of the function P (x|ωi ) can be
viewed approximately as a process of clustering the samples
into a hyperellipsoidal subspace described by r ≤ C, C > 0.
The value of C is a constant that determines the scale of
the hyperellipsoid. The parameter C should be chosen such
that hyperellipsoids properly cover the data points in the set.
This leads us to the topic of min–max hyperellipsoidal data
characterization.
B. Min–Max Hyperellipsoidal Clustering
We apply an accretive approach to characterize the hyperellipsoidal clusters and use an artificial neural network (ANN)
model to incrementally learn the parameters µ and covariance
Σ of the data samples that are to be classified. This ANN has
an input layer, a single competitive layer, and an output layer
(see Fig. 1 for a graphical illustration). The data samples are
presented to the input layer. The output layer represents the
classification of hyperellipsoidal clusters. We use multivariate
Gaussian function as the input–output (transfer) function at
the middle layer of the neural network. The uniqueness of
our approach is in the fact that the parameters for the transfer
function are not predetermined by examining the data samples.
Instead, we use an accretion approach to process each data
sample one by one through the following steps.
1) Find the hyperellipsoid whose center has the shortest
distance from the data sample. Call it the winner.
2) Merge this sample with that hyperellipsoid if the smallest
hyperellipsoid that contains the samples is the winner and

Fig. 1. ANN for the hyperellipsoidal SOM, where xi represents custom
column vectors, nodes marked by letter Gi are neurons with Gaussian radial
basis function, and Ci are output clusters resulting from a winner-take-all
strategy.

the new sample does not intersect with any other existing
hyperellipsoid. Update µ and Σ.
3) If the merger in step 2) is not possible, then create a new
hyperellipsoid with the data vector as its mean µ and the
identity matrix as its Σ.
We use the winner-take-all SOM shown in Fig. 1 to generate
min–max hyperellipsoidal clusters with high intracluster and
low intercluster similarities (please refer to [24] for a detailed
description of SOMs). Feature vectors extracted from networkconnection records form the input data space. Each feature
vector is passed to the column of neurons in the input layer.
The transfer function G is applied on the input vector. The
competitive layer builds the hyperellipsoidal clusters based on
the mean and covariance of the data vectors seen so far. A single
neuron is selected as the winner and the data vector is mapped
to the output cluster corresponding to the winner neuron. The
winner is chosen as the neuron that has the least Mahalanobis
distance between its mean and the data vector. To reduce the
computational cost, we use the square of the Mahalanobis
distance as the metric. The goal is to train the neural network
with data that contain normal as well as attack records and
then use the trained neural network as the min–max ellipsoidal
classifier for new data. We utilize the classification capability
of this ESOM to detect new anomalies in network header data.
In the training phase, as each new data vector is fed to the
input layer, the hidden layer updates the necessary parameters
such as number of samples mapped to the winner neuron, the
winner’s current moving mean and current moving covariance.
Note that the classifier architecture is that of the classical
“minimum Mahalanobis distance” classifier. The novelty lies in
the incremental procedure applied to compute the parameters of
the Mahalanobis distance.
We use an unsupervised learning algorithm for training the
hyperellipsoidal SOM. The training algorithm is given in the
pseudocode algorithm TRAIN_ELLIPSOIDAL_SOM. First,
we define some symbols and variables that are used in the
algorithm. The column vector x represents an input feature
vector. The mean of the data vectors mapped to the cluster

associated with neuron i is denoted as µi . K i denotes the
covariance matrix for neuron i. Ki−1 denotes the inverse of
the covariance matrix for neuron i. Gi (x) denotes the Gaussian
transfer function for neuron i. The minimum threshold that determines whether a data sample is within the ellipsoidal cluster
corresponding to neuron i is identified as tmin . I represents the
identity matrix. In the context of this algorithm, N denotes the
initial number of neurons. The number of neurons at any stage
of training is represented by the variable numN eurons. Let ni
denote the number of data samples clustered on to neuron i.
Let the variable loopCount denote the current iteration. We
will stop the training iterations when the number of changes in
neuron mapping from cluster to cluster is within a preset value.
This preset value is computed as the product of a threshold
identified as changeT hreshold and the number of training
samples (numV ectors). In rare cases, the K i resulting from
the merger step 2) may not have an inverse, though we did not
observe such a case in the experiments that we tracked. To avoid
any potential program crash in such cases, we added a provision
to use the identity matrix instead of the inverse in such cases.
In some cases, the stabilization may take a large number of
iterations. To restrict such overly long training sessions, we also
use a parameter known as maxIterations to end the training.
The variable numChanges denotes the number of changes in
neuron mapping within program iterations.
Algorithm TRAIN_ELLIPSOIDAL_SOM
Step 1: Get the necessary inputs from the user.
1 Number of initial neurons, N
2 Size of an input vector, p
3 Feature subset to be used
4 Minimum threshold to spawn a new neuron, tmin
5 Threshold to determine the number of training iterations,
changeT hreshold
6 Maximum number of training iterations allowed,
maxIterations
7 Names of input and state files
Step 2: Set up the initial N neurons.
numN eurons ← N ;
for i = 1 to N , do
set µi as a randomly selected data vector
Ki ← I; ni ← 1
end for
Step 3: Initialize iteration control parameters
maxChanges ← changeT hreshold ∗ numV ectors
loopCount ← 0
Step 4: repeat
loopCount ← loopCount + 1;
numChanges ← 0
for each training vector x, do
choose the winner as neuron j such that
[x − µj ]T K−1
j [x − µj ] is the least
−1/2[(x−µ )T K−1 (x−µ )]

j
j
j
compute Gj (x), Gj (x) ← e
if (Gj (x) < tmin ), then
create a new neuron u
numN eurons ← numN eurons + 1
µu ← x; Ku ← I; nu ← 1
else
find the neuron k on which x was previously clustered

if (j = k), then
nj ← nj + 1;
µj ←

nj − 1
1
µj +
x;
nj
nj

Kj ←

nj − 1
1
Kj +
[x − µj ][x − µj ]T ;
nj
nj

nk ← nk − 1;
µk ←

nk + 1
1
µk −
x;
nk
nk

Kk ←

nk + 1
1
Kk −
[x − µk ][x − µk ]T
nk
nk

numChanges ← numChanges + 1
end if
end else
end for
until (numChanges < maxChanges) or
(maxIterations < loopCount)

The trained ESOM could be used as a pure anomaly detector or as a classifier. Currently, our goal is to apply the
excellent classification capability of the hyperellipsoidal SOM
in detecting as many different types of attacks as possible.
Therefore, once the unsupervised training is completed, we
label the clusters thus created. We examine the composition of
each ellipsoidal cluster created. Records in some clusters will
correspond to a unique label. However, there will be clusters
that contain records that correspond to different labels. We
use the term homogeneous clusters to denote the clusters of a
specific label. The homogeneous clusters are labeled with the
specific label of its member records. For the nonhomogeneous
clusters, we apply the following labeling strategy.
1) Let Xi denote the number of records of type X in cluster
i, and Xtotal the total number of records with label X in
the training set. Then, the probability of a record of type
X mapping to cluster i is taken as Xi /Xtotal .
2) Let Ni denote the total number of records in cluster i. The
probability of a record mapped to cluster i being of type
X is taken as Xi /Ni .
3) We define a favorable factor for label X as the joint
probability of a record of type X from the set of inputs
mapping to cluster i and a record that is mapped to i being
of type X
 

Xi
Xi
Fi (x) =
.
Xtotal
Ni
Let A = {a1 , a2 , . . . , ar } denote the set of labels identifying
all the records that mapped to neuron i. We define label of i
as L(i) = a, where Fi (a) = maxx∈A Fi (x). We also define a
confidence factor to indicate the level of confidence with which
we choose the type of record that dominates the cluster. The
confidence factor of cluster i is computed as
max Fi (x)
Ci = 
.
Fi (x)
x∈A

These steps of labeling and computing confidence can be
formalized as follows.
Algorithm Finalize Training
for each cluster i, do
if cluster i is homogeneous
Label cluster i with the unique label of the records in
this cluster
Set confidence factor for i, Ci ← 1.0
else begin
Compute A, the set of labels that mapped to i.
for each label X in cluster i, compute
Fi (x) =

 X X 
i
i
Xtotal

Ni

Set the label for cluster i, L(i) ← α, where Fi (α) =
maxx∈A Fi (x).
Set confidence factor
max Fi (x)
Ci ← 
Fi (x)
x∈A

end else
end for

The trained state of the neurons is stored in files called state
files. In addition to the parameters such as µ and K−1 , we also
save the label and confidence of each neuron. The detection
phase consists of loading a trained state in the ESOM and
feeding each feature vector corresponding to the test set to the
input layer. Now, to improve the computational efficiency of the
detection phase, we computed the inverses of the covariances
in the trained-state file.
after the training and stored the K−1
i
The neuron that yields the smallest Mahalanobis distance between the test data vector and the mean of the samples clustered
to that neuron is selected as the winner. The detection algorithm
may be formalized as follows.
Algorithm Detect Events
Step 1: Initialize the ESOM with the parameters stored in a
state file. Let C denote the total number of clusters
in the state file.
Step 2: for each test record r, do
Construct the feature vectors using the usersupplied feature subspace.
for each cluster i = 1 to C, do
Compute Distance(i) ←
[x − µi ]T K−1
i [x − µi ].
end for
winner(r) ← mini Distance(i)
end for
Step 3: Compute the false positives and detected
anomalies.

C. Implementation Aspects of Min–Max
Hyperellipsoidal SOM
From our experiments in earlier studies [13], it became
clear that feature vectors that include every single feature of
a network-connection record need not give the best classification of the feature space. Furthermore, usage of large feature

TABLE I
COMPOSITION OF KDD-CUP-1999-BASED TRAINING AND TEST SETS

vectors increases the computational cost. Attacks that exploit
the flaws and weaknesses in certain aspects of a protocol tend
to leave their mark on a small subset of specific features of
the network-connection record. One of our goals is to identify
the specific subsets of features that are capable of detecting
each attack category. Another goal is to find the subset (s) of
features that detects the maximum number of attacks (both
previously seen and novel) at the least possible false-positive
rate. We chose the KDD 1999 data set as our first set of
data for training and testing experiments. We chose this data
set for four reasons. First, it has been used popularly as a
standard for comparing the performance of intrusion-detection
systems. Hence, we can judge the performance of the hyperellipsoidal clustering technique. Second, since the data is
labeled, we can verify the accuracy of our detection scheme.
Third, the test set contains 17 additional attack types that
are not present in the training data. Lastly, the test data and
training data set have no common elements. In the context of

the KDD Cup 1999 data, each connection record encapsulates
the information such as basic traffic features, features derived
from observations in the past 100 connections, features derived
from observations in the past 2 s, and content features. The
KDD Cup 1999 data are organized in files as connection
records in American standard code for information interchange
(ASCII) format. Each connection record consists of a commadelimited set of 41 features and a label that indicates whether
the record is normal or an attack. To measure the effects
of feature subsets and the minimum threshold for spawning
new clusters, we designed a menu-driven interactive graphical
user interface.
The metrics for evaluating the performance of the algorithms
are as follows. If a data record labeled as normal is detected
as an anomaly, then we consider it as one instance of false
positive. If an anomaly record is identified as normal, then
we consider it as a case of missed detection. Let Nfalse denote the total number of false positives and Nmissed denote

TABLE II
COMPOSITION OF FEATURE SUBSETS

the number of missed instances encountered in the detection phase. Let Nnormal and Nattack denote, respectively, the
number of normal records detected and the number of attack
records detected in the test set. The percentage of false positives is computed as %FalsePositive = (Nfalse /Nnormal ) ∗ 100.
The percentage of detected anomalies is computed as
%Detected = (Nattack − Nmissed )/Nattack ∗ 100.
For the experiments on KDD Cup 1999 data, we used two
subsets of the 10% labeled training data. Training set 1 consists
of 1441 records and training set 2 consists of 169 000 records.
Training set 2 contains all the attack types with an adequate
representation of all the service types, flags, and protocol types.
For the detection phase, we used the labeled data set identified
as “corrected” in the KDD Cup 1999 suit as one test set and a

smaller subset of the 10% training set as the second test set. The
composition of the two training sets and the test sets are listed in
Table I. For first-level training and testing, we used “training set
1” and “test set 1,” respectively. To study the effect of feature
subsets on the detection rate and false-positive rate, we created
20 feature subsets. The composition of these feature subsets is
listed in Table II.
1) Test Results on KDD Cup 1999 Data Training Set 1 and
Test Set 1: We tested our algorithm on the training set 1 and
test set 1 of the KDD Cup 1999 data. For the first 16 test cases
with respect to the feature subsets, we used a tmin threshold of
0.75. The results are listed in Tables III and IV. Table III lists
the results for experiments with feature subsets labeled sets 1–5
and sets 8–11.

TABLE III
RESULTS OBTAINED BY APPLYING NINE FEATURE SUBSETS TO TRAINING SET 1 AND TEST SET 1

TABLE IV
RESULTS OBTAINED BY APPLYING DIFFERENT FEATURE
SUBSETS TO TRAINING SET 1 AND TEST SET 1

Table IV summarizes the results for sets 12–14, 16, 18, 20,
and lastly for the set that contains the entire 41 features. Each
row with the exception of the last two rows in Tables III and IV
gives the percentage of anomaly detection for a specific type
of attack in the test data. Each column represents a subset of
features used for training the ESOM. For instance, the first row
in Table III indicates the percentage of normal records detected
as normal by the hyperellipsoidal SOMs trained using the feature subsets listed as sets 1–5 and sets 8–11, respectively. The
row identified as %Overall detection indicates the percentage of
total anomalies detected in the test set when each feature subset
is used. The last row gives the percentage of false positive for
each feature subset. The test set contains two instances of an
attack type, buffer_overflow, which is not present in the training
set. It can be seen that sets 2, 5, 8, 11–14, 16, and 20 detected
100% of this new anomalous events. Sets 9, 18, and “ALL”
detected 50% of the new anomaly. Sets 1, 3, 5, 10, 18, and 20
gave a detection rate above 97.5% at false-positive rates below
4.7%. The set “ALL” had a detection rate of 99.01% at a falsepositive rate of 8.80%. Therefore, we observe that using the
entire feature set to realize the ellipsoidal clustering, though
computationally costly, does not yield the best clustering. We
also note that though the overall detection rate for set 11 is
only 42.86% at a false-positive rate of 0.18%, it detects 99.82%
of the normal records as normal. Thus, employing a min–max
hyperellipsoidal clustering based on the features identified in
set 11 to filter out the normal records and then applying another

ESOM trained using set 1 or 20 might yield better performance
and good results. However, it should be noted that the training
set and test set used for these 16 test cases are quite limited in
scope. In the next suit of test cases, we use a more comprehensive set of training and test data.
2) Test Results for KDD Cup 1999 Data on Larger
Training Set and Test Set: For the test cases in this section,
we use training set 2, which is a more representative subset
of the 10% KDD Cup 1999 training data. Besides the normal
records, this training set contains 22 different attack types.
Approximately 58% of records in this training set belong to
the normal category. We use test set 2 for the detection phase
in these test cases. The composition of the training set and
test set are given in Table I. The results of 20 test cases are
summarized in Tables V and VI. A tmin threshold of 0.45
was used for these test cases. At most, 100 training iterations
were allowed. Table V contains the results for the first ten
subsets of features and Table VI contains that of the remaining
ten subsets. The overall percentage of detection is represented
by the row labeled as “%Overall.” The number of neurons
generated and the percentage of false positives, respectively,
are indicated in the last two rows. Each of the remaining rows
shows the percentage detection of a specific event type in the
test set. Anomaly event types not present in the training sets are
highlighted in bold face. Note that all the 17 anomaly types not
present in the training sets were detected, though by different
feature sets with a different detection rate, in the test cases.
An examination of the results shows that 15 out of the 20
subsets yielded detection rates above 81%. Of these subsets,
the results from sets 1, 16, 17, and 20 have false-positive rates
below 7%. Subset 17 achieved a detection rate of 91.55% at
a 2.68% false-positive rate and set 20 achieved a detection
rate of 91.71% at a 4.84% false-positive rate. Subset 14 had
the highest detection rate of 99.65% for normal records and,
consequently, the least false-positive rate of 0.35%. However,
the overall detection rate for subset 14 is extremely low for
anomalous events. Another aspect that we looked at is the
number of different attack types with above 80% detection
rate for each feature subset. We also examined the number of
new attack types with better than 80% detection rate for all
subsets. These two results are summarized in Table VII. From
Table VII, it can be seen that the feature subset 8 gives better
than 80% detection rate for 32 different attack types. It can also

TABLE V
RESULTS FOR FEATURE SUBSETS 1–10 WITH TRAINING SET 2 AND TEST SET 2

be seen that this subset gives above 80% detection rate for 14
out of the 17 new attack types. For the remaining three attack
types, mscan, xterm, and apache2 have the detection rates of
66.38%, 76.92%, and 79.22%, respectively. Attack types such
as buffer_overflow, guess_passwd, and xsnoop had detection
rates of 77.27%, 95.83%, and 100%, respectively.
D. Comparison of KDD Cup 99 Test Results
With Other Algorithms
In this section, we compare the performance of ESOM with
some of the other neural-network-based approaches such as
multilayer perceptron (MLP), ART, RBF, hierarchical Kohonen
network (HSOM), and other traditional algorithms such as
maximum-likelihood Gaussian classifier (GAU), nearest cluster
algorithm (NEA), K-means clustering algorithm (K-M), and
hypersphere algorithm (HYP). For this purpose, we use the

published results in [13], [26], and [32]. We compare the
percentage detection rates and percentage false-positive rates
for the basic four categories, namely PROBE, DOS, user-toroot (U2R), and remote-to-local (R2L), of attacks in Table VIII.
The comparison is based on the test results we obtained for the
KDD Cup 99 test set using instances of ESOM that were trained
using training set 2 at a tmin threshold value of 0.45. The first
column identifies the specific algorithm used. For the studies in
[26] and [32], the effect of the feature subset is not considered.
Judging the effect of feature subsets on the detection rate and
false-positive rate is another goal in our paper and in [13].
Therefore, for ESOM and HSOM, we provide the results for
several feature subsets. We have only a single value of %FP for
each test case, whereas in [26], they have four different values
of false-positive rates. Therefore, for the results of Sabhnani
and Serpen, we list all four values for %FP. We also indicate
the number of neurons used, where applicable.

TABLE VI
RESULTS FOR FEATURE SUBSETS 11–20 WITH TRAINING SET 2 AND TEST SET 2

E. Tests and Results for Network Dump Data
Here, we describe the tests conducted on actual network
dump data collected in our own experimentation, and the results
obtained for those tests. We used a closed network of computers
to create the training and test data for the experiments. Different
attack events were created using standard software tools. The
packets were captured using Ethereal software and dumped into
designated files. These network dump data were then processed
using the tcptrace software. Tcptrace provides the capabilities
to process the individual packets into connection records, where
a connection record refers to all the packets that are transmitted
from the initiation of a network connection to the graceful,
or otherwise, termination of the connection. Besides the basic
features of the connection such as number of bytes transmitted
from the source to the destination and vice versa, service used,
the protocol, the times, and so on, tcptrace also allows us
to gather detailed statistics on each connection. At this time,

TABLE VII
NUMBER OF ATTACK EVENTS WITH ABOVE 80% DETECTION RATES

TABLE VIII
COMPARISON OF ESOM RESULTS WITH OTHER QUALIFIERS

tcptrace can be used to process transmission control protocol
(TCP) and user datagram protocol (UDP) records only. Internet
control message protocol (ICMP) traffic embedded in IP packets cannot be parsed into connection records. More details on
tcptrace can be found in [21].
For our training and test purposes, we created connection
records by extracting a subset of the basic and detailed statistics
derived by tcptrace for that connection. These features are listed
in Table IX. Next, we selected subsets from the features thus
extracted. These feature subsets were created by taking features
pertaining to handshake in one group (handshake), features
related to data transfer in another group (transfer), and general
aspects of the connection in another group (general). Then, we
created two subsets, one that combines feature sets general and
handshake (GH), and the other that combines all three of the
above subsets (GHT). The composition of these feature subsets
is given in Table X. The test set and training set were disjoint.
In addition to that, the test set contained anomaly events that
were not present in the training set. The results are shown
in Table XI. New anomalies not present in the training set

are shown in boldface. The first column represents the event
type. Each subsequent column indicates the results obtained
for a specific combination of features used. The percentage
of detection by event type is shown for each event type. The
overall detection rate, the number of neurons generated, and the
percentage of false positives are shown in the last three rows in
that order. Again, in these test cases, our algorithm successfully
detected seven new anomaly types that were not present in the
training set.
An analysis of the results contained in Table XI shows that
the overall detection rate is above 94% for each test case. The
false-positive rate is below 5.7% for all test cases. The highest
detection rate of 99.26% at a false-positive rate 5.68% was
obtained for the subset general using 166 neurons. The feature
subset GT gave a 98.69% detection rate at a false-positive rate
of 2.32%. The transfer features yielded 98.32% detection for
normal events, and hence, the best false-positive rate of 1.68%.
The sets general and GH had above 80% detection for each
of the 21 event types. GT is close behind with above 80%
detection for 20 event types.

TABLE IX
FIELDS IN A CONNECTION RECORD

III. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION
Rhodes et al. [8] analyzed the potential of K-Map to narrow
the envelope of intrusion behavior that would not be caught by
a detection system. Jirapummin et al. [9] used a hybrid neuralnetwork model that employed the output weight information
from a K-Map fed to a resilient propagation neural network
(RPROP) to detect TCP SYN flooding and port-scan attacks.
They used a Gaussian neighborhood function and a cluster
matching function to realize the K-Map, and also used the
KDD Cup 1999 data for training and testing. The hybrid model
was made up of a 1234-unit K-Map followed by a three-layer
RPROP network of 70, 12, and 4 neurons, respectively. Sigmoid
functions were used for each level of the RPROP network.
The focus was only on three different attacks, the Neptune (an
SYN flood attack), the satan probe, and the port-scan probe.

They achieved a 90% detection rate for satan attacks at a 4.5%
false-positive rate, a 97.9% detection rate for portsweep at
a 4.19% false-positive rate, and a 99.72% detection rate for
Neptune attacks at a 0.06% false-positive rate.
At Dalhousie University, Heywood and co-workers used
SOMs to perform host-based intrusion detection and networkbased intrusion detection [10]. In both cases, they used the
K-Map toolbox from MATLAB in realizing the SOMs. The
network-based IDS prototype used the preprocessed KDD Cup
99 data for training and testing. They used a hierarchical neuralnetwork approach based on K-Map and potential function clustering [10]. Six basic features from the KDD 99 Cup records,
namely duration, protocol, service, flag, destination and source,
were used. At level 1, separate K-Maps were used for each
of these six features. The second-level K-Map combined the

TABLE X
FEATURE SUBSETS FOR EXPERIMENTS WITH NETWORK DUMP DATA

features detected by the first level into a single view. Potential
function clustering was used to quantize the number of inputs
seen by the second layer. A Gaussian hexagonal neighborhood
is used. They achieved an 89% detection rate at a false-positive
rate of 4.6%.
Sarasamma et al. used a multilevel hierarchical Kohonen network to detect anomalous events in network data [13]. A costeffective hierarchical extension of the simple Kohonen network
was used to detect maximal number of attack types at low falsepositive rates. They also evaluated the effects of various feature
subsets on the detection rate and false-positive rate. Another
motivation of the work in [13] was to achieve a high-order
nonlinear classifier model to create clusters that model the intersection of hypercylinders in a computationally efficient way.
Using a three-level hierarchical Kohonen net, they achieved
detection rates between 90.94% and 93.46% at false-positive
rates between 2.19% and 3.99% for three feature combinations.
Three of these results were achieved using 72 neurons in each
level, another three using 48 neurons in each level, and two
cases using 36 neurons in each level. When the attack types
were limited to Neptune, satan, and portsweep, they achieved
a 99.63% detection rate at a 0.34% false-positive rate. However, detection rates for attack types such as buffer_overflow,
guess_passwd, and xsnoop in KDD Cup 1999 data were poor.
One of the reasons for this was identified as the closely intertwined nature of the feature vectors of anomaly and normal
events. Another reason was the fact that the feature vectors of
some anomalous events closely matched the normal events.
In this paper, we create hyperellipsoidal clusters of maximum
intra-cluster similarity and minimum intercluster similarity to
more accurately classify data points of a highly intertwining
nature, as seen in the KDD Cup 1999 data sets. We addressed
this problem by accretively building hyperellipsoidal clusters
at a slightly higher cost than that in [13]. We were able to get
detection rates of 77.27%, 95.83%, and 100%, respectively, for
the attack types buffer_overflow, guess_passwd, and xsnoop,
which is a significant improvement over that in [13]. We
achieved overall detection rates between 91.55% and 91.71%
at false-positive rates between 2.68% and 4.84% when used
for the entire attack range of the KDD Cup 1999 data. We

TABLE XI
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were able to obtain above 80% detection for 32 of the different
attack events using the feature subset 8. More importantly, the
min–max hyperellipsoidal clusters were able to detect from the
test set those anomalies that were not present in the training set.
We conducted experiments to evaluate the effect of feature
subsets on the detection rates and false-positive rates for KDD
99 as well as on actual network dump data. Feature subsets 7,
8, and 12 gave excellent detection rates four each of the four
categories, namely PROBE, DOS, R2L, and U2R. However, the
false-positive rate for the three sets is quite high. Set 14 yields a
99.65% detection rate for normal. Therefore, using an instance
of ESOM trained using set 14 to filter out the normal records,
followed by an ESOM trained with feature set 8, will yield both
a low false-positive rate below 0.5% at above 90% detection
rate for all four categories in the KDD-99 context.
We also applied the hyperellipsoidal clustering technique to
detect events in network dump data, where the header data were
processed by tcptrace to extract basic and derived features of
network connections. Using subsets of features from that, we
were able to get detection rates between 94.05% and 99.26% at
false-positive rates between 1.68% and 5.68%. Two feature subsets gave detection rates between 80% and 100% for unknown
anomalous events. In this case, a detection strategy of applying
an ESOM trained on the transfer feature subset followed by
another ESOM trained using either the general or GH subset
gives excellent results.
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